Today’s generation are often called as generation Z or Gen Z. As we enter in the digital era, more of our Gen Z learners are digitally inclined. In classroom setting, teaching by just mere words and abstract reasoning are not enough. Gen Z wants more. They want more concrete examples.

Also Gen Z are the so called netizens. They are more sociable through social media like Facebook and Twitter. They have more access to almost all information. School and teachers, as part of the community, must guide the Gen Z to see the opportunities among them.

Based on the research of Dell Technologies entitled “Gen Z: the future has arrived,” Filipino Gen Z are apprehensive of the power to transform their career opportunities. They want to work with tech inclined and very much willing to split their knowledge. Also Gen Z are confident about their tech skills and knowledge but not equitable with the holistic requirements of learning.

We look deeper on Gen Z. on their attitudes, behaviour, values and activities. In their everyday living, we can notice the opportunities they get upon honing their skills in technology. They can open start new innovative changes for them and for others.
school, these characteristics of Gen Z must be maximize and guided accordingly. As they open new opportunities, we must be there to advice and facilitated them so they will not loss their way up.
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